
TRIBOND 
TREATMENT  
FINE HAIR
 + Replenishes damaged  

hair structures

TRIBOND 
TREATMENT 
COARSE HAIR
 + Intensively replenishes 

damaged hair structures

 + Builds three-dimensional bonds within the inner hair structure

NEW FIBRE CLINIX
SCHWARZKOPF PROFESSIONAL’S MOST 
ADVANCED & POWERFUL REPAIR PERFORMANCE

IN-SALON
Instantly transform your client’s hair fibre back to its virgin condition*

TRIBOND SHAMPOO
 + Gently cleanses all hair types
 + Restores hair strength
 + Delivers essential moisture

FORTIFY 
BOOSTER**

 + Up to 90%  
less breakage

 + Up to 
90% hair 
revitalisation

VIBRANCY  
BOOSTER**

 + Up to 90%  
colour retention

 + Up to 3x more 
vibrancy

VIBRANCY
NEUTRALISING
BOOSTER**

 + Customisable 
neutralisation

 + Promotes color 
vibrancy and shine

HYDRATE 
BOOSTER**

 + Up to 24h 
moisturised  
hair feel

 + Softer hair 
feeling

TAME 
BOOSTER**

 + Up to 48h  
anti-frizz  
effect

 + Smoother  
hair feeling

VOLUMIZE 
BOOSTER**

 + Up to 48h 
texturised 
hair feel

 + Non-
overburdening

AT HOME
Prolong and maintain salon results at home

FIBRE CLINIX FORTIFY
 + For damaged and over-processed hair
 + The formula with Niacinamide 

strengthens and nourishes the hair fibre

FIBRE CLINIX VOLUMIZE
 + For fine and weak hair
 + The formula with Phytokine provides a 

lightweight hair feeling and fullness

FIBRE CLINIX TAME
 + For coarse, frizzy and unmanageable hair
 + The formula with Ceramide visibly tames the hair structure  

and smooths the surface for an anti-frizz effect

FIBRE CLINIX VIBRANCY 
 + For coloured hair
 + The formula with AHA enhances colour 

vibrancy for long-lasting colour results

FIBRE CLINIX HYDRATE
 + For dry and brittle hair
 + The formula with Squalane Complex  

balances the moisture level and helps 
to increase elasticity

* biophysical combing tests using the regime on 
medium bleached hair vs. virgin hair

** when used as a regime with the Tribond Shampoo 
and Fine or Coarse Hair Tribond Treatments

BACKWASH MANUAL

NEW 

TRIPLE BONDING 
TECHNOLOGY
The advanced bonding 
technology features a  
tri-valent ion which builds 
new bonds through creation 
of a 3 dimensional network 
inside the hair fibre.

C21 TECHNOLOGY
A highly effective, 
conditioning agent that 
works on the hair’s  
surface and restores all  
C21-Lipid chains present  
in the cuticle.

INNER HAIR 
Cortex

OUTER HAIR 
Cuticle
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WHITE or COOL 
BLONDE HAIR

Recommend the FIBRE CLINIX home care regime  
in line with the client’s prescription to maintain  
the in-salon service and get long-lasting results. 

*when used with Fibre Clinix Vibrancy regime
**when used with Fibre Clinix home care regime

***wet combing test vs. untreated hair
****when used with Fibre Clinix regime vs. untreated hair

UP TO 

10X 
STRONGER  

HAIR****

RESTORES  
INNER & OUTER 

HAIR STRUCTURE  
FOR UP TO 

60 DAYS**

COMPLETE 
SEALING  
OF HAIR 

POROSITY***

CUSTOMISED 
NEUTRALISATION 

FOR WHITE OR 
COOL BLONDE 

HAIR

Select the Treatment and Booster targeting the client’s hair needs.  
Mix one scoop (25g) of FIBRE CLINIX TRIBOND TREATMENT (fine  
or coarse) with 5 pumps (5g) of selected FIBRE CLINIX BOOSTERS.

Cleanse the hair with FIBRE 
CLINIX TRIBOND SHAMPOO 
and repeat if necessary.

EXPERT TIP
THE AFTER COLOUR SERVICE
Due to its powerful repair performance & customisable  
options, Fibre Clinix is the optimal post colour service.  
After the chemical service Fibre Clinix recreates the  
internal bonds for stronger and more vibrant hair. 

Fibre Clinix now also offers customised neutralisation  
solutions for cool blonde hair. At home, Fibre Clinix helps to 
lock in the colour for up to 90% colour retention* and helps 
prolong the effect of the in-salon neutralisation service.

FINE HAIR

FINE 
HAIR

FINE HAIR or COARSE HAIR

COARSE 
HAIR

COARSE HAIR

CLEANSE TREAT MAINTAIN

IN-SALON AT HOME

NEW FIBRE CLINIX
SCHWARZKOPF PROFESSIONAL’S MOST ADVANCED & 
POWERFUL REPAIR PERFORMANCE IN A CUSTOMISED 
HOLISTIC SERVICE, FROM SALON TO HOME CARE, AND 
FROM HAIR CARE TO SPECIALISED COLOR CARE.
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